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History Origin Don Hall was the quieter more scholarly of two brothers. He and his brother, Hank pursued a
mob boss that tried to kill their father, a judge. The two became trapped in a locked room and Don wished for
the power they would need to free themselves. A voice boomed out that it would give the boys that power as
long as they used it to fight injustice. By saying the words "hawk" and "dove", the two transformed into
superheroes with the same names. After justice was served they changed back. As Dove, Don Hall always
advocated non-violent solutions. The two saved their father, who in turn denounced the boys as lawless
vigilantes. Death Over the years the pair had many adventures, eventually joining the Teen Titans. For a time,
Hank and Don retired to concentrate on education. The duo returned to action to take part in the Crisis on
Infinite Earths. They fought alongside the Titans to free Earth-4 and joined the massive army of heroes that
journeyed back to the Dawn of Time. While helping people evacuate, Dove noticed a child all alone. Over
protests from Hawk, he went to rescue the child. No sooner had he gotten the child down from a window sill
then he was attacked from behind by a Shadow Demon. Dove was instantly vaporized. Some time later, Dawn
Granger became the new Dove. He attacked his successor but eventually went back to the afterlife. Recently
he was revived again along with other fallen Titans thanks to a plot by the current Brother Blood. Blackest
Night During the Blackest Night crossover event, Don Hall is the only individual whose corpse can not be
possessed by a black ring. But really it speaks to the nature of Don Hall. When in the presence of danger,
whether to himself or others, Don Hall can call out the word "Dove" and be transformed into his Dove form.
He does not need to be aware of the danger for the transformation to take place, so if he happened to say the
word while unknowingly being in danger, the transformation would take place. The transformation only reacts
to actual danger, so if Don incorrectly believed that he was in danger he would be unable to transform into
Dove. The transformation wears off a short time after the danger has passed, unless Dove has received serious
injuries which would kill Don, in which case he would remain as Dove until the danger from the injuries has
passed. It is unknown how close to the danger he needs to be to transform. On high magic worlds he can
remain as Dove for extended periods regardless of whether there is any danger present. As Dove his
discerning skills are enhanced. His ability to discern the motivations of people and situations are greatly
improved. This allows him to, within seconds, act and react to danger accordingly. Dove is one of the
hardest-to-hit characters in the world. On the level of the Speedsters, Dove does not need superhuman speed to
be able to dodge bullets and flip over moving vehicles. He has the grace of flying birds as a human and this
makes it almost impossible to hit him unless he is not paying any attention whatsoever or he is overwhelmed.
Something akin to the grace of birds, even when he is pushed away by an energy beam he lands on his feet. If
Dove is ever hit his costume and skin are highly impervious to damage and while bullets still hurt him they
will not pierce his skin. Reducing bullet wounds and scars to full health in a manner of hours. This ability even
extends through death, where Don expressed his concern for his brother during his time as Extant and after his
resurrection during the Blackest Night. Whether this was because his true form underneath the costume is
made of pure white light or because the Entity protected him is unknown. Dawn was protected by the same
light that fended off the Black Lantern Rings, however she mentions that this light is from her not the White
Lantern.
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The use of the olive branch as a symbol of peace in Western civilization dates at least to 5th century BC
Greece. The olive branch, which the Greeks believed represented plenty and drove away evil spirits, [2] was
one of the attributes of Eirene , [3] the Greek goddess of peace. Eirene whom the Romans called Pax ,
appeared on Roman Imperial coins [4] with an olive branch. The Roman poet Virgil 70â€”10 BC associated
"the plump olive" [5] with Pax and he used the olive branch as a symbol of peace in his Aeneid: Mars , the
god of war, had another aspect, Mars Pacifer, Mars the bringer of Peace, who is shown on coins of the later
Roman Empire bearing an olive branch. Peace, with her doves and lambs, hands an olive branch to William,
who in turn hands the cap of liberty to Europe, where absolute monarchy prevails. The use of a dove as a
symbol of peace originated with early Christians , who portrayed baptism accompanied by a dove, often on
their sepulchres. The First Epistle of Peter composed around the end of the first century AD [16] said that the
Flood, which brought salvation through water, prefigured baptism. By the end of the second century for
example in the writing of Tertullian [18] it also represented social and political peace, "peace unto the
nations", and from the third century it began to appear in depictions of conflict, such as Noah and the Ark,
Daniel and the lions, the three young men in the furnace , and Susannah and the Elders. She was placed [here]
15 days before the Kalends of May [17 April]. For the well deserving one in peace. According to Graydon
Snyder, "The Noah story afforded the early Christian community an opportunity to express piety and peace in
a vessel that withstood the threatening environment" of Roman persecution. After the Peace of Constantine,
when persecution ceased, Noah appeared less frequently in Christian art. By the fifth century, St Augustine
confirmed the Christian adoption of the olive branch as a symbol of peace, writing that, "perpetual peace is
indicated by the olive branch Latin: Secular representations[ edit ] Late 15th century In the late 15th century, a
dove with an olive branch was used on the seal of Dieci di Balia, the Florentine committee known as The Ten
of Liberty and Peace, [37] whose secretary was Machiavelli ; it bore the motto, "Pax et Defencio Libertatis"
Peace and the Defence of Liberty. The descent of Holy Spirit in the Christian Trinity depicted as a dove of
peace in a church memorial stained glass window. At the World Peace Council in Sheffield , Picasso said that
his father had taught him to paint doves, concluding, "I stand for life against death; I stand for peace against
war. The dove symbol was used extensively in the post- war peace movement. The first known example of the
symbol is in the masthead of the January issue of De Wapens Neder Down with Weapons , the monthly paper
of the International Antimilitarist Union in the Netherlands. The German League for War Victims, founded in
, used the broken rifle on a banner. Ernst Friedrich , a German who had refused military service, founded the
Anti-Kriegs Museum in Berlin, which featured a bas-relief broken rifle over the door. In , the PPU revived the
symbol as a way of remembering the victims of war without glorifying militarism. Banner of Peace The Pax
Cultura emblem of the Roerich Pact or Treaty on the Protection of Artistic and Scientific Institutions and
Historic Monuments of Nicholas Roerich â€” , a Russian artist, cultural activist, and philosopher, founded a
movement to protect cultural artifacts. Its symbol was a maroon-on-white emblem consisting of three solid
circles in a surrounding circle. It has also been used as a peace banner. In a pact initiated by Roerich was
signed by the United States and Latin American nations, agreeing that "historic monuments, museums,
scientific, artistic, educational and cultural institutions" should be protected both in times of peace and war.
Perhaps its earliest known example appears on Stone Age amulets: Roerich came across numerous later
examples in various parts of the world, and knew that it represented a deep and sophisticated understanding of
the triune nature of existence. But for the purposes of the Banner and the Pact, Roerich described the circle as
representing the totality of culture, with the three dots being Art, Science, and Religion, three of the most
embracing of human cultural activities. He also described the circle as representing the eternity of time,
encompassing the past, present, and future. The sacred origins of the symbol, as an illustration of the trinities
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fundamental to all religions, remain central to the meaning of the Pact and the Banner today. Holtom, an artist
and designer, presented it to the Direct Action Committee on 21 February where it was "immediately
accepted" as a symbol for a march from Trafalgar Square , London, to the Atomic Weapons Research
Establishment at Aldermaston in Berkshire on 4 April. Superimposing these two signs forms the shape of the
centre of the peace symbol. I formalised the drawing into a line and put a circle round it. It became widely
known in the United States in when Albert Bigelow , a pacifist protester, sailed a small boat fitted with the
CND banner into the vicinity of a nuclear test. Between and , they sold thousands of the buttons on college
campuses. By the end of the decade, the symbol had been adopted as a generic peace sign, [59] crossing
national and cultural boundaries in Europe and other regions. Commissioner of Patents William E. Schuyler
Jr, said that the symbol "could not properly function as a trade mark subject to registration by the Patent
Office". Peace flag The peace flag flown from a balcony in Italy The international peace flag in the colours of
the rainbow was first used in Italy on a peace march from Perugia to Assisi organized by the pacifist and
social philosopher Aldo Capitini â€” Inspired by the peace flags used on British peace marches, Capitini got
some women of Perugia hurriedly to sew together coloured strips of material. It has been explained as follows:
In the account of the Great Flood, God set the rainbow to a seal the alliance with man and nature, promising
that there will never be another Flood. The rainbow thus became a symbol of Peace across the earth and the
sky, and, by extension, among all men. In , the Italian newspaper Corriere della Sera reported leading
advertising executives saying that the peace flag had become more popular than the Italian national flag.
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Czech embassy will remain in Tel Aviv Ofer court cancels all trials for coming week Japan: Violence will not
resolve issues between Palestinians, Israel Gaza fisherman shot, killed by Israeli navy Adalah: His latest book
is The Last Earth: Right-wing Israeli Prime Minister, Benjamin Netanyahu, is escalating his war on the
Palestinian people, although for reasons almost entirely related to Israeli politics. He has just given the green
light to a legislation that would make it easier for Israeli courts to issue death sentences against Palestinians
accused of carrying out "terrorist" acts. The "Death Penalty" bill has been the rally cry for the Israel Beiteinu
party, led by ultra-nationalist Israeli politician and current Defense Minister, Avigdor Lieberman, during its
election campaign. But when Lieberman attempted to push the bill in the Israeli Knesset parliament soon after
the forming of the current coalition government in July , the draft was resoundingly defeated by 94 to 6 with
Netanyahu himself opposing it. It has been defeated several times since then. However, the political mood in
Israel has shifted in ways that has obliged Netanyahu into conceding to the demands of the even more hawkish
politicians within his own government. At the time, he called for the death penalty in "severe cases. Months
later, on November 4, the first reading of the bill was approved by Israeli legislators, with the support of
Netanyahu himself. This reality reflects the competing currents in Israeli politics, where the long-reigning
Israeli Prime Minister is increasingly embattled, by accusations from within his coalition and outside of being
too weak in his handling of the Gaza Resistance. Coupled with the tightening ring of police investigation
pertaining to corruption by Netanyahu, his family and closest aides, the Israeli leader is pounding on
Palestinians with every possible opportunity to display his prowess. Even the likes of former Labor Party
leader, Ehud Barak, is attempting to resurrect his failed career as a politician by comparing his past violence
against Palestinians with the supposedly weaker Netanyahu. Netanyahu is "weak," "afraid" and is unable to
take decisive steps to rein in Gaza, "therefore he should go home," Barak recently said during an interview
with Israeli TV Channel That was the start of a war that killed and wounded thousands of Palestinians and set
the stage for more, equally lethal, wars that followed. In Israel, wars - as well as racist laws that target
Palestinians - are often the outcome of Israeli politicking. Unchallenged by a strong party and unfazed by
United Nations criticism, Israeli leaders continue to flex their muscles, appeal to their radicalized constituency
and define their political turfs at the expense of Palestinians. The Death Penalty bill is no exception. The bill,
once enshrined in Israeli law, will expectedly be applied to Palestinians only, because in Israel the term
"terrorism" almost always applies to Palestinian Arabs, and hardly, if ever, to Israeli Jews. Aida
Touma-Suleiman, a Palestinian citizen of Israel and one of a few embattled Arab members of the Knesset, like
most Palestinians, understands the intentions of the bill. The law is "intended mainly for the Palestinian
people," she told reporters last January. On July 19 of this year, the Israeli government approved the Jewish
"Nation-state Law" which designates Israel as the "nation state of the Jewish people," while openly
denigrating the Palestinian Arab citizens of the state, their culture, language and identity. Of course, Israel has
already executed hundreds of Palestinians in what is known as "targeted assassinations" and "neutralization,"
while killing many more in cold blood. Those who have allowed themselves to "stay on the fence" as Israel
brutalizes Palestinians, should immediately break their silence. No government, not even Israel, should be
allowed to embrace racism and violate human rights so brazenly and without a minimum degree of
accountability.
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Thank you for sharing your story. It is amazing how so many people have experienced similar things. It is
wonderful to find meaning in the world when it feels like nothing makes sense. November 27, at 7: Do you
believe in these silly superstitions? One day, my sister and I were casually just sitting at our computer desk
and playing games on the computer.. It got a little bit creepy. I thought maybe this time it died. So I went
again, and checked. Once again, no where in sight. Anyway, this bird kept hitting the window repeatedly the
same window. And strange enough, it only hit the window when someone was in that room. It kept hitting the
window for months and months. Finally I was really concerned, because it would hit the window so hard there
was blood all over it! My dad could care less when he saw the bird keep hitting the window, nothing really
bothered him. But I was extremely scared. But then, one day my dad was in the computer room sitting at the
desk, and the bird hit the window again, to him it was nothing new. So he just walked out of the room casually
and went downstairs to the basement, and he was standing by the window downstairs and the exact bird, hit
the window. So it literally followed him downstairs from outside, when my father was inside.. My dad was
actually scared.. Now we were all VERY concerned. Well, the cardinal kept hitting the window in my fathers
home. Till this day, I believe this is true. January 10, at Our bird is a magpie lark Aust it has been harrassing
us for about 6 months now or more. We put up decals on window, disco light, pulled down blinds, blocked
access with plastic, string, you name it. At one stage I put up 3 balloons on fence posts he was leaping from,
went to work and when i got home he did a flyby and didnt show again till christmas eve. I have watched him
look at me from teenyweeny window ledge to see if im awake then he goes for it, when i made it really hard
for him to get to my window he started on kitchen and then my daughters window Hes not lonely he has a
whole heap of friends and family, some of whom seem to come and watch I heard a loud thump.. I will just
wait and pray its not a bad thing because I just lost my mom in Sept. May 29, at It was only stunned so my
husband had picked it up and revived it. Then it flew away. The next day he had a massive hart attack and
died. I had not connected the dots until I had read your article. This has made be believe that there is a higher
power somewhere out there. I never believed in this and never was superstitious at all. But believe it or not,
couple of years ago bird hit my window it never happened before and same night i had a phone call from
overseas to find out my grandfather died. Even more, he passed away approximately the same time, and i
found out later because of difference in time.
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At the World Peace Congress in Sheffield, Picasso said that his father had taught him to paint doves, concluding, "I
stand for life against death; I stand for peace against war." [27] [28] At the World Peace Congress in Berlin, Picasso's
Dove was depicted in a banner above the stage.

Dove Symbolism The Dove has seemingly inexhaustible sources of symbolic flavor throughout most histories,
cultures and myth. Doves are commonly considered a symbol of motherhood because of their unique ability to
produce their own milk. Another confirmation about maternal attributes, as well as self-sacrifice for the sake
of their offspring, is that they cease foraging for food just before their babies are born. This temporary
starvation ensures a purer milk formulation for their offspring. Historically, dove symbolism is associated with
several mother figures: The Mother Mary in Christian legend care, devotion, purity and peace Ishtar in
Assyrian culture promise of hope and salvation Aphrodite and Venus viewing the soul or a sense of higher
love The softly lulling coos of the dove are testimony to a divinely calming presence among us. In fact, their
soft vocalizations and docile appearance enhances their interpretation as celestial messengers â€” or the
symbolic link between earth and air. On earth, they are intimately aware of their environment and demonstrate
a highly developed sense of presence. As creatures of both the earth and the air, doves serve as liaisons
between intuitive thought and common reality. This ability to move between two worlds sky and earth , bird
totems are uniquely posed to funnel higher knowledge down to our human conscious awareness. They link
intangible knowing thought, dreams, intuition with physical practicality hearth, home, security. Doves
represent the balance between thought air and matter earth. Bridging this link between the higher mind and the
more practical level in which we live makes the dove a perfect guide for dream interpretation as well. Bird
totems offer inspiration combined with a grounding element to make new ideas implementable. The dove
represents peace of the deepest kind. It soothes and quiets our worried or troubled thoughts, enabling us to find
renewal in the silence of the mind. Doves teach us that, regardless of external circumstances, peace is always a
touch a way â€” within us â€” and always available. It is said that if a dove flies into your life, you are being
asked to go within and release your emotional disharmony. The dove helps us to rid the trauma stored deep
within our cellular memory. Doves carry the energy of promise. When inner conflicts are banished from our
thoughts, words and feelings, goodness awaits.
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The word pigeon usually denotes a larger bird and dove a smaller bird. How many breeds of doves are there?
There are no breeds of doves, only species. There are close to species of doves and pigeons. What species of
doves are suited for the novice? Dove species that are especially recommended for the novice are common
ringneck or Barbary doves Streptopelia risoria and diamond doves Geopelia cuneata. What is a mutation? A
mutation is a color or pattern difference that may occur in a species. Mutations should not be confused with
albinos. Several years ago in Australia, a mutation of common bronzewings were produced from normal
parents. Unfortunately, the buff-colored young did not survive. Do all doves coo? Yes, but each species
sounds different. Peruvian ground doves Columbina cruziana sound like small croaking frogs. Black-wing
ground doves Metriopelia melanopter chirp like birds. Each species has its own unique coo! Will dove species
interbreed? No, unless forced to by isolating them. Cross-species breeding is exceedingly rare. Hybrids are
young of parents from two different species i. How will the doves I buy be shipped? Doves should be shipped
in special cardboard boxes. The top of the box should have soft foam rubber to prevent the doves from
banging their heads. Arrangements should be made for pickup within 24 hours. Can I make pets out of wild
doves? No, nor should you try. If pets are the goal, domestic or semi-domestic doves should be kept. How
long do doves live? In the wild, life-spans are short -3 to 5 years. In captivity doves can live to be 12 to 15
years old. It is not uncommon to hear of some doves living beyond 20 years. Most doves are seedeaters. We
will not discuss fruit and vegetable-eating doves. Dog food is put in the food processor, and a tablespoon is
put on the seed daily 1 teaspoon for fewer than four doves. As a special treat, doves like leafy vegetables,
broccoli, cut up apples, bread crumbs, mashed hard boiled eggs, and occasionally mealworms. Fresh water and
grit should always be provided. Oyster shells and chicken eggshells baked in the oven for several hours at
degrees Fahrenheit and crushed finely make an excellent source of calcium. Doves also like vegetables,
cooked rice, leafy vegetables, peanut butter, grated cheese, and mashed hard boiled eggs. Some doves have to
learn to eat other foods. Most doves will soon eat vegetables and fruit with gusto. Are mealworms good for
doves? Mealworms are an excellent source of vitamins for birds. Mealworms should be fed sparingly; too
many can cause fatty liver disease. How many times a day should I feed my doves? Some avian fanciers leave
lots of seed available for their doves. Others separate the seed in separate containers, and it is hoped that the
doves will select their favorite seed first, but later learn to eat a balanced diet of seeds. We feed our doves once
a day; in the evening. We know how much the doves will eat, so there is little waste or no waste to attract rats
and mice. We also use a shot glass of niger seed thrown onto the pebbled flights. Doves are active all day,
searching out these tidbits. We believe that in their natural state, doves work hard at finding food. The
challenge provided here keeps our doves active and in top shape. What vitamins do doves need? Once a week
we put cod liver oil and brewers yeast on the seed. Avian veterinarians can suggest the appropriate vitamins
and minerals. What type of containers should be used? Small seed hoppers, trays, and dishes all can be used as
seed feeders. Keep feed containers away from places where they can be soiled by droppings. Sterilize seed
dishes regularly. Cleanliness is extremely important to keep doves healthy. How do I keep water fresh?
Change the water often. One or two drops of bleach in a gallon of water will keep water free of algae. Keep
water fountains away from perches. Covered water fountains are best in keeping droppings out of the water.
No, foreign doves are wild creatures, and a bird cage is too small to make the dove feel safe and secure. Wild,
foreign doves should be kept in spacious aviaries. What type of aviary should doves be kept in? The largest,
best one you can afford! The ideal aviary should not have less than 10 square feet per pair for small doves and
double that for large species. Can I keep other avian species with doves? Yes, compatible species can be kept
together in a roomy aviary. Compatibility is important; even gentle species can have individuals that are
aggressive. Observe your doves to see if they are living together harmoniously. During breeding, even gentle
species can be quite aggressive to ward other doves. Can doves be kept outdoors during the winter? Many
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species can be sheltered outside as long as the aviary is dry, insulated, draft free, and located in a sunny
location. What type of floor should I have in my dove aviary? Aviary floors can be wooden and off the
ground, cement, or dirt. We prefer dirt with a berm at least 18 inches deep around the aviary. We use pebbles
on the top of the dirt, or small bark and have various plants growing in the aviary. Some of our aviaries have
wooden floors, and we use corn cob litter to keep them dry and clean. What size wire should be used for
flypens or flights? Chicken wire is not acceptable. Avian wire smaller version of chicken wire is also not a
good choice, as it is easily bent. Welded wire is exceptionally strong and rigid, preventing the most
determined predator from gaining entry. Should flights have solid roofs? We cover our flights with a clear,
corrugated plastic roofing material. This material allows lots of light but prevents birds of prey from
terrorizing your doves during the day and from cats, possums, etc. It also prevents wild bird droppings from
contaminating the flight. What direction should a dove aviary face? The aviary should face south or southeast.
Some species of doves are easy to sex, being dimorphic males are a different color or pattern than females.
Vent sexing is not always reliable. Some species are so alike that surgical or DNA sexing is the answer. Male
doves are usually larger, brighter, and bolder than hens. Why are some species best kept one pair per aviary?
Aggressive species need to be kept to one pair per aviary. Aggressive doves can injure and kill weaker species.
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They were married in However, his death was not widely known until Sir Roger Moore paid tribute to him on
Twitter on 17 October. He did his mandatory military service in Cyprus , which inspired his second novel
Terrible Hard, Says Alice. An old man came out of a hut wearing what at first glance I thought was a brass
coal scuttle. Then I realized that it was German helmet with a spike on it. My interest began then. Many years
later came the story. After unsuccessful attempts submitting scripts for television, [14] Wood wrote his first
novel which he entitled Nobody Here But Us Pickens. Sales were poor and the book was subsequently
withdrawn after a threatened defamation lawsuit. The first of these books, Confessions of a Window Cleaner ,
went through multiple editions. He reluctantly decided that "serious writing" would have to wait while the
Confessions books were selling. Among projects that were put aside include a tell-all novel about the
advertising world. Psychiatrists tell us we should shed our fantasies by the time we reach our mid-thirties, so
perhaps Christopher Wood is doing just that. And yet, underlying it all, one feels that he has done his
homework and knows his Samurai very well. And he really makes you think you are watching it all. Qualities
like this are worth developing. His is the imagination which could come up with something really good. Wood
told an interviewer for The Independent in Wood also created a female counterpart, Rosie Dixon, and these
were likewise written in the first person perspective and published pseudonymously under the name "Rosie
Dixon". This was his second series to feature a female protagonist as he started the Penny Sutton books a year
previously with The Stewardesses. Wood also wrote three pseudonymous books featuring the teenager Oliver
Grape: He also wrote the action film Remo Williams: In the late s Wood wrote scripts for producer Roger
Corman. William Boyd said the novel is "A very funny, shrewd and horribly accurate novel about the movie
business, Hollywood-style, written with sustained brio and mordant intelligence.
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We tend to take the presence of our feathered friends very much for granted, so you may be surprised to find
out just how many myths and superstitions there are around the world concerning birds. A lot of these
superstitions involve luck, both good or bad luck. For example, a bird that flies into your house signifies that
an important message is on its way, and if the flying bird happens to be white it means that there will be a
death. In my experience, it generally happens when you have a clean, ironed shirt on and are going somewhere
fairly important. Even the direction a bird calls from has a meaning. For example, a bird calling from the north
means a tragedy is on the way, while a call from the west brings good luck, one from the south means the
harvest will be plentiful, and a call from the east means that you will find true love. So, lets have a look at
some of that traditional bird folklore. It is believed that if the ravens leave the Tower of London, that the
kingdom will fall and disaster will ensue. The Ravenmaster looks after the raven fledglings in his home for
about six weeks to build up a relationship with the growing birds. When they are fully grown, the ravens are
comfortably lodged near the Wakefield Tower. The most dangerous period for the ravens in the Tower of
London was during the Second World War, when many of them died of shock during the German bombing
raids. There was one survivor named Grip. When the Tower of London reopened to the visitors in , the
government ensured that a new generation of ravens had already been installed to reassure the public that the
kingdom was safe. Pelicans Pelicans are regarded as birds that symbolise self-sacrifice and the love of a parent
for their children. This simple action was misinterpreted in the past, and instead it believed that the pelican
was making the ultimate sacrifice of tearing open its own chest to feed the youngsters on its own blood. There
are many variations on the story of a male pelican whose young have died or been killed. It is said that after
three days of mourning and wailing, the father pelican kills himself so that the young pelicans can rise from
the dead hale and hearty. Gertrude had a vision of Jesus as a pelican feeding the hungry with his blood. It was
also thought that pelicans would only eat just enough food to keep themselves alive, so they also became
associated with those who fasted and purified themselves for religious reasons. I have watched pelicans being
fed, and I can assure you that this last pelican superstition is not true! Robins Robins with their cheery red
breasts adorn many of our Christmas cards and decorations, and there are several stories as to how the robin
acquired its red breast feathers. The precious drops of his blood fell onto the bird and stained his breast
feathers red forever. In another myth, the robin gained his red breast from flying into the fiery wastes of hell to
carry water to the stricken sinners who were suffering there for all eternity. The robin is another bird where it
is believed that if they are seen tapping on the window or flying into a room that it then signifies that a
member of the household will die. It is considered to be very unlucky to kill a robin. Make a wish when you
see the first robin of the year for good luck. Also, note that if you see a robin singing in the open that good
weather is on its way. However, if the robin is seen sheltering among the branches of a tree, that means it will
soon rain. Lastly, if the first bird that you see on St. Ravens in The Tower of London Source Peacock Feathers
It is often considered unlucky to bring the beautiful, iridescent feathers of the peacock into a house. This is
because of the markings on the end of the feathers that resemble an eye. It was thought that the eyes on the
peacock feather was a sign of the "evil eye" and that it would bring bad luck and ill fortune into your home. In
the theatre, it is considered bad luck to have peacock feathers on the stage or comprising any part of a
costume, prop, or scenery. Stories have been told of disasters occurring during a performance such as scenery
falling down when peacock feathers have been present on the stage. Doves Doves have always been seen as
significant religious and spiritual symbols. The dove is the Christian symbol for the Holy Spirit. Nowadays, it
is also regarded as a symbol of international peace. They are also very much associated with lovers, and some
couples have white doves released when they celebrate their weddings. This maybe is because doves are
supposed to mate for life and be devoted to each other. Doves were regarded as the messengers of the Roman
goddess of love Venus, and Indians regard killing a dove as unlucky, as doves are thought to hold within
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themselves the soul of a lover. Miners also regard seeing a dove near their mineshaft as an omen that there will
be danger if they descend into the mine. A dove was also the bird chosen by Noah to fly off from the ark and
search for dry land, and legend has it that a kingfisher was also sent. The kingfisher flew so high into the sky
that its feathers became coloured blue from the sky and vivid orange from the sun. Albatrosses Sailors used to
believe that if an albatross flew around their ship in the middle of the voyage, that this meant bad weather and
windy conditions to come. It was considered to be very bad luck to kill an albatross, as sailors used to think
that albatrosses were really the souls of departed mariners that were still restlessly flying over the waves. In ,
the presence on board the cargo ship Calpean Star of a caged albatross destined for a zoo was blamed for the
misfortunes that the ship had experienced on it voyage from the Antarctic. Many of the crew staged a strike
because they felt that it was too risky and unlucky to continue the voyage. The ship was towed into
Montevideo for repairs, but as she was setting off to resume her voyage, it sank on the River Plate. Was the
poor old albatross to blame for the fate of the Calpean Star, by bringing bad luck? However, some sailors
obviously did not believe in the albatross bringing bad luck if they killed them, as some used to use the feet of
the albatross to make tobacco pouches! Magpies Magpies used to be believed as the Devil in disguise. It was
said that if you saw a lone magpie around your home, it meant that the Devil was trying to stir up trouble for
you. If you live in the English county of Somerset, you could try carrying an onion around with you to ward
off this trouble. Everywhere else, you could try saying "Good morning, Mr. Magpie, how is your wife today?
Another way to banish the evil demon was that if you spot a solitary magpie, doff your hat and cross your
fingers. Or you could spit three times over your right shoulder and chant "Devil, Devil I defy thee! Another
reason why magpies have a reputation for wickedness is because they are said to have been the only birds who
would not give Jesus solace as he was dying on the cross by singing for him. However, in Korea, the magpie
has an entirely different reputation as it is their national bird and thought be a bringer of good luck. Also, if
blackbirds nest near your house, you will be lucky enough to look forward to a whole year of good fortune.
Blackbirds are also regarded as the messengers of those who have died. Eurasian Eagle-owl Source Ravens at
the Tower of London Owls Owls have been featured in many myths and superstitions since ancient times. In
some cultures, they are regarded as bringing good fortune while in others, they are thought of as harbingers of
bad luck and even death. In Ancient Greece, the owl was thought of as a wise bird who was closely associated
with the goddess of wisdom Athena. Athena was adopted as the patron deity of the city of Athens as she won a
contest with the god Poseidon to provide the city with the most useful gift. She gave the city the gift of the
olive tree, which provided the Athenians with oil, wood, and food. Athena was often shown with an owl
perched on her head, so the owl became one of the symbols of Athens. The species of owl associated with the
goddess was the Little Owl. During antiquity, many of them lived, protected, and honoured lives on the
Acropolis. Birds generally are regarded as messengers between the world of spirit and our material world. So,
because owls are nocturnal birds and fly during the hours of darkness, they have also been associated with
witches and magic. It used to be thought that seeing an owl flying around your house portended a death in the
family. The Romans also thought that hearing an owl hoot at night foretold an impending death. They believed
that the deaths of several prominent Romans such as Agrippa, Julius Caesar and Augustus Caesar were
predicted in this way. The famous Roman historian Pliny noted in AD 77 that the appearance of screech owls
was always a portent of bad news. Therefore, these nocturnal birds were "most execrable and accursed.
Unfortunately for the poor owl, nailing the skin of one of these birds to a farm building is thought to bring
good luck and protect it from evil. Owls were also once used in traditional medicine â€” owl broth was eaten
in the belief that it could help alleviate the symptoms of whooping cough. Eating owl eggs was reputed to help
improve eyesight, avert epileptic fits, and even sober you up if you were very drunk. So, the next time that you
hear a bird singing in your garden or tapping at the window, maybe you should check out what breed of bird it
is. There is no doubt that these myths and superstitions surrounding birds used to be widely believed, but will
you take off your hat and cross your fingers the next time that you see a magpie?
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9: Bird Hits a Window ~ Pallimed: Arts and Humanities
Of A Dove Against Death, he recalled, "I was helping to conduct a plebiscite in the Southern Cameroons under UN
supervision in An old man came out of a hut wearing what at first glance I thought was a brass coal scuttle.

I know that the beauty industry has fueled this opinion with its long history of presenting lighter, mixed-race
or white models as the beauty standard. And this is why, when Dove offered me the chance to be the face of a
new body wash campaign , I jumped. I went online and discovered I had become the unwitting poster child for
racist advertising. I had been excited to be a part of the commercial and promote the strength and beauty of my
race, so for it to be met with widespread outrage was upsetting. Calls were being made to boycott Dove
products, and friends from all over the world were checking on me to see if I was OK. I was overwhelmed by
just how controversial the ad had become. I would have un happily walked right off set and out of the door.
That is something that goes against everything I stand for. However, the experience I had with the Dove team
was positive. I had an amazing time on set. All of the women in the shoot understood the concept and
overarching objective â€” to use our differences to highlight the fact that all skin deserves gentleness. I
remember all of us being excited at the idea of wearing nude T-shirts and turning into one another. Then the
first Facebook ad was released: My friends and family loved it. People congratulated me for being the first to
appear, for looking fabulous, and for representing Black Girl Magic. There were seven of us in the full
version, different races and ages, each of us answering the same question: I loved it, and everyone around me
seemed to as well. There is definitely something to be said here about how advertisers need to look beyond the
surface and consider the impact their images may have, specifically when it comes to marginalized groups of
women. I can see how the snapshots that are circulating the web have been misinterpreted, considering the fact
that Dove has faced a backlash in the past for the exact same issue. There is a lack of trust here, and I feel the
public was justified in their initial outrage. Having said that, I can also see that a lot has been left out. The
narrative has been written without giving consumers context on which to base an informed opinion. I am not
just some silent victim of a mistaken beauty campaign. I am strong, I am beautiful, and I will not be erased.
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